
EXAMPLE SENTENCES
that shall help with networking



why

Why do you do what you do? What is your goal? Your desire, your dream? Do you dream small or big? 

To get to where you want to be you will have to take (more) action and that all starts with 1 step. 
You need 1 step to start a journey of 1000 km. And then comes step 2 and step 3 and step ... 

Think about this when you approach people. My WHY. This is what I do it for!

MINDSET

Addressing and inviting people first has to do with your own mindset. How do you think and feel about
yourself doing this? Everything starts with 'I AM'. What are you telling yourself? 'I am studying. I am growing.
I will be a good networker.  

“Friends first”, that has nothing to do with inviting your friends first. Your relationship always comes first!
Whether you talk to your neighbor, your cousin, your colleague ... always make sure that 
your relationship remains first! Don't be a pushover ;-) 

Use the 3-step ITT plan: 
Invite, 
Tool = the zoom presentation 
Team = ask your upline for help in a 3-way conversation or to help someone register. The power of the third!

INVITING PEOPLE
 • The person you always, every day should invite to say YES to VITAE is you. You are your biggest customer
yourself! Are you 'in'? Are you saying "YES" to Vitae today? Do you feel a big fat 'YES' today?  
 
• Negative feelings and doubts are normal, this is part of it! Likewise, the lack of confidence, don't let this
determine your life. We also do this to grow as humans.   
 
• You give someone the chance to change his/her life! Do you know how cool that is ?! Don't decide for
someone else whether or not this is what is for him/her!  
 
• You can focus on wanting to hear 'No!'. For example, challenge yourself to receive 'no' 100 times today.
You will see that that is quite difficult and in the meantime, you have also received a few 'YES'. We all have a
fear of rejection and we have to learn to deal with it, we are people and want to belong to something. The
more often you hear 'no', the easier it will be to address people and you will notice that your fear is getting
smaller because the confidence in yourself is growing.



vervolg mensen uitnodigen

 • You can also focus on 1 target group. 
Today you only invite people who, just like you, have a hobby of motorcycling. Or people who are single
parents, or people with their own business or people who work part-time or people from your place of
residence, or only family members or people who will lose their jobs if the blockchain takes over for them
(the notary/broker). I'm just making something up! And you can too! Think of your FROGS. 
(see 'guide for starters) 

• Search for example:   
20 people who need a business 
20 people who need income 
20 successful people on Instagram 
 
• Create an excel file! Crucial for the follow-up, so you don't forget what you've agreed with someone.
     

 Sander ....

spoken by gsm,
whatsapp,etc

as much % chance 
to open account 

this is he/she said and
this has been agreed

NAME

 Sandra ....

 send app

 called 15-8-20  80 %

Football practice today, watch Wednesday
evening with the zoom. Send the link!

She watched zoom at 4 pm! Would like to
see it again - send link or: let it sink in and
read the site carefully 'ok, how much time do
you need for this, will I call you Wednesday
10am?'

 Xander....  called 15-8-20  0 %
NO and don't ever call me for anything - ok,
write this down !!! 
Send an app on Monday 'good to have
spoken to you, sorry that you found it 
annoying, I still appreciate you as a friend /
cousin / colleague, nothing will come in
between'. Friendship first!



• This may or may not be something for you, but we are working on a new social media platform where
everyone earns and they don't sell data. Would you be open to following a zoom about this one this
afternoon? ' 

• 'Where do you see yourself in 5 years? What's on your bucket list that you don't have the time and money
for yet? What's so impossible that you haven't even thought of it as an option yet? What do you need to
grow your comfort zone? I have something for you, take a look during a Zoom and decide for yourself
whether this new social media platform suits you. ' 

• 'I am looking for people who want to make their dream come true/need financial relaxation/no money
stress wanting more/ready for a new adventure / looking for a new hobby / having time to spare/not having
enough money/. .. (choose one if you copy this sentence ;-) is this you? Then take a look at the Zoom in
which we explain how we are going to do our dream '.  

• 'I am super enthusiastic about Vitae! A new social media platform where everyone earns. Shall we do this
together? Watch the zoom Wednesday evening at 7:30 pm and then come back to me with your questions.  

• "How can I help you reduce some of your stress?" 

• 'Hi ..name .., I saw that you liked my Facebook post! Have you ever thought of doing what I do? '

• I am so happy that I can post what I want to post on this new social media platform without having to
worry. 

    • Hi… name…, I have been thinking about you for a while and keep not contacting you. Today is finally the
day. Thing is… I see that you are very active on Facebook / or: I know that you are an entrepreneurial person
or: I know that you do a lot of voluntary work and what we are doing fits in seamlessly with this. There is a
new social media platform in the making where everyone earns. You could make your followers/your
volunteer organization/your charity all happy with extra income by having an account here. We will give a
zoom on Friday morning in which we will tell you everything about this new platform, do you have time to
have a look? ' 

• A voice message (messenger/telegram/…) “Ha… name…, I was thinking about you. There is one today
zoom presentation to showcase a new social media platform. The cool thing about this is that everyone (!)
Deserves. I think this fits seamlessly with you! Are you watching the presentation today? It is from 7:30 pm. 

• 'I'm going to bother you until you say' YES ', I love you too much that this unique opportunity won't pass
you by. Would you like to join us at 7:30 pm? '

• 'Hi… name…, if I show you how to build your own circular economy where there is always 
enough for everyone, would you like to watch this afternoon with a Zoom?'

voorbeeld-zinnen



vervolg voorbeeld zinnen

 • If I ... would you... 

* if I show you how I make money online, would you like to watch a Zoom where we explain how you can do
this too? 
* if I told you about a new social media platform that doesn't sell data, would you have an hour to take a
look at this? 

• “Hello… name…, my team and I are working on a surprise tactic today. I would like to surprise you with a
new social media platform that is now being built where everyone earns and they do not sell data. I would
like to invite you for a Zoom at 11 am, would you like a surprise today?  

• 'Imagine that you could have been the first member of Facebook and had 1 cent from everyone after you
received, how much did you receive? That option now really exists! Do you want an account with a social
media platform where everyone earns? Watch the Zoom at 4 pm where we explain how this works. Here is
the link:… 

Always and always ALWAYS ask the question 'do you know anyone who is open to online income or
interested in a new social media platform that does not sell data?' 

THESE ARE IDEAS ONLY, TRY THESE 
TEXTS AND DISCOVER WHAT WORKS. 

No reactions to that one sentence? Use another! 

ESPECIALLY USE YOUR OWN WORDS AND PHRASES, 
PLAY WITH WORDS and ENJOY!



You can also hear a 'NO' as 'NOT YET NOW', approach these people again in 2 months. Who knows what
has changed in their lives and do they need extra online income or do they want to use another social
media platform! Check your excel file and approach these people again later this year. 

• Think of the FREE-accounts: collecting email addresses !! 
 
• 'And… can we create an account for you now?' who does not ask does not know. "What else do you need
to create an account?" Do you see how this can work in your favor? When do you want to start with this? ' 

• 'I have 1 question for you. You have previously indicated that you would also like an account with VITAE.
What is that one thing that keeps you from starting now? ' 

• "I asked someone with a bit more experience to answer your questions, when can the three of us meet?" 

• 'Shall I show you what I have already earned with Vitae so far? I have only just started so it is not much but
I can also show you how much I will earn with this over time, just open my Exel file… '.

• 'If you are not looking for some relief and relaxation, I cannot do anything for you. This really is an
excellent opportunity to earn some extra money for, for example, Christmas gifts or a payment of debts or
the purchase of a new car or the monthly costs of children (again new shoes) ... could you use some
financial relaxation? ' 

• 'It would certainly be interesting for you to hear the story of the person through whom I heard about VITAE.
Shall we meet up with the three of us? ' 
 
• 'I don't want to push but I don't want to leave you alone. I just want to check whether you need any
information to make a choice to open an account with Vitae '.  

• 'If this is not for you, no problem! Shall I just send you a link when the free accounts become available?
Can you take a look and see if you like it. ' Sometimes it takes a little longer for someone to make a choice. 

• Now and then send a message 'hi, how are you?', 'Good morning! Have a nice day! Have a nice weekend,
enjoy your summer, have a nice holiday 'The follow-up is also there to maintain your relationship and that
has nothing to do with Vitae but with Life. 

PS: don't be afraid of the mistakes you are going to make and feel like you are failing. Those are the
logical consequences of taking ACTION. They are absolutely not mistakes but growing pains! This is part
of the deal if you want to grow.  
 

Celebrate your success!

ideeën voor de follow-up


